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•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit Abstract Developing countries exhibit patterns of resource allocation across firms that depart significantly from those of developed economies. The goal of this paper is to provide a normative analysis of the macroeconomic consequences of allocative distortions. We explore whether the welfare losses that arise from misallocation are a result of an inefficient response of the economy to the set of distortions affecting it, and quantify the extent to which such inefficiency contributes to the welfare costs. We show than when introducing frictions that lead to a misallocation pattern that resembles those observed in developing countries, the competitive equilibrium chooses an excessive number of firms. Quantitatively, up to 30% of the total welfare gain forgone for living in a distorted competitive stationary economy are accounted for by this inefficiency.
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1.



Introduction



Developing countries exhibit patterns of resource allocation across firms that depart significantly from those of developed economies. Interpreting the evidence as resulting from frictions that impede allocative efficiency, a large literature emerged aiming to understand and quantify the aggregate implications of these frictions. The goal of this paper is to provide a normative analysis of the macroeconomic consequences of allocative distortions. We explore whether the welfare losses that arise from misallocation are a result of an inefficient response of the economy to the set of distortions affecting it, and quantify the extent to which such inefficiency contributes to the welfare costs. We start our study characterizing the competitive equilibrium’s allocation in a model economy that is amenable to introducing misallocation frictions. There, we will evaluate how private incentives determine the allocation of factors to the production of goods, and the creation and destruction of firms. Then, we shall move to considering the allocation of a benevolent social planner who takes control of resources in the economy. The key is that we restrict the planner to face the



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit same distortions to the proceeds from its operations that firms face in the competitive economy. The model follows closely Hopenhayn (1992) [9], which we augment to consider resource allocation frictions. There is a continuum of technologies to produce a single final good. These feature decreasing returns to scale, are heterogeneous in productivity, and become more or less productive over time according to a stochastic process. There is also a labor denominated fixed cost to keep technologies running, and a sunk labor cost for new technologies to be developed. We follow Restuccia and Rogerson (2008) [17] in modelling misallocation as a result of productivitydependent taxes and subsidies to the proceeds from the operation of technologies. These wedges will be chosen so as to target the observed patterns of misallocation that were documented for developing countries. Importantly, distortions affect the cross-sectional distribution of existing firms, but do not tax nor subsidize entry and exit costs directly. If these decisions change in the distorted allocation, it will be due to the effect that frictions have on the life-cycle profitability of production. We first explore analytically the optimality of the competitive equilibrium’s allocation in simple



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit versions of the model that can be solved in closed form. We show that even though the task of allocating resources among a given set of available production technologies is efficiently performed by the competitive economy, the decisions to create and destroy them is not. The direction of the inefficiency depends on the properties of the distribution of distortions. The observed pattern of misallocation points at a distribution of wedges that diverts resources away from high productivity producers towards the least productive ones. When specifying distortions to replicate this fact, we show that the steady-state number of firms chosen by the social planner is lower than the privately determined one. There are two forces that induce the social planner to have fewer technologies in operation. The first one is related to the interaction between the life-cycle dynamics of firms and the productivitydependence of the distribution of wedges. Unlike private firms, the social planner takes into account that distortions drive a wedge between marginal products and factor costs, and that output could be increased through efficient reallocation. Therefore, when valuing production units, the planner would underestimate technologies whose distorted scale of operation is too high and



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit overestimate those whose scale is too small. Since, with firm dynamics, it is the least productive, relatively younger technologies that are subsidized and the older more productive ones that are taxed, the social distribution of payoffs is tilted towards the future and against the present. With discounting, this depresses the expected value of a new technology, and discourages the creation of new units. Through a reduction in entry, the social planner is able to tilt the productivity distribution of technologies towards those with higher productivity, increase output, and ameliorate the diruptive effect of allocative frictions. The second force is related to the effect that the distribution of distortions have on firm exit. The social planner takes into account that distortions are protecting profits of the least efficient production units, and wishes to revert this by choosing a higher exit productivity cutoff. The incentives to do so are, again, the ability to use the exit decision to increase the share of higher productivity technologies in production. Notice that there will be an interaction between entry and exit decisions coming from this force. By increasing the exit cutoff, more entry will be required to keep a given number of producers constant. We show that if the entry cost is sufficiently higher



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit than the fixed cost, the increase in entry will be insufficient and the total number of firms will have to fall. Thus, both because of an incentive to cut entry coming from firm dynamics, and a desire to restrict the selection of active technologies, the number of firms will go down in the planner’s stationary allocation. Our next goal is to quantify the contribution of the entry and exit inefficiencies to the welfare costs of misallocation. We propose two complementary experiments for this aim. First, to establish a benchmark, we compute the welfare gain that would accrue to the household if all misallocation frictions in the distorted competitive equilibrium were removed, and the economy transitioned to a frictionless steady-state equilibrium. Then, we compare such welfare gains with the ones resulting from the same liberalization, but where the economy is started off at the constrainedefficient number of firms. We think of the welfare differential relative to the total welfare gain as the inefficiency’s contribution to welfare. Lastly, we consider a case where the social planner takes over the distorted competitive economy and implements a transition towards the constrainedefficient stationary allocation. We think of this case as being a more relevant one for quantifying



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit the welfare gains of decentralizations of the constrained-efficient allocations. We find that the entry and exit inefficiency accounts for 30% of the overall welfare gain attributed to a liberalization that removes all distortions in the economy. Both the competitive and the social planner’s economy reduce the number of firms in their transitions to the frictionless allocation. However, in the latter, the starting number of firms is lower. Therefore, there is less to be gained along the transition path in the form of a consumption boom that occurs because of the economy’s lower level of entry and lower demand for fixed costs. Our second experiment yields a 20% welfare contribution from reversing the entry and exit distortion while keeping the allocative frictions. That is, 20% of the overall gain that the economy would enjoy from transitioning to a frictionless equilibrium could be appropiated by setting entry and exit to the socially optimal level. The gain is smaller than in the previous counterfactual because the persistence of misallocation frictions keep the constrained-efficient number of firms higher than first best. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model, and characterizes



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit the centralized and decentralized allocations. Section 3 derives analytical results about the efficiency of entry and exit in the context of simplified versions of the model that provided a tighter intuition about the mechanism at work. Section 5 presents the quantitative analysis, and section 6 concludes. The appendix contains proofs of propositions and lemmas.
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2.



Literature Review



Our work relates to a number of recent work documenting properties of the distribution of sizes across firms in developing countries. This is the spirit of the work of Hsieh and Klenow (2009) [10], Neumeyer and Sandleris (2009) [15], Casacuberta and Gandelman (2009) [5] and Camacho and Conover (2010) [4]. Our work does not provide any empirical contribution but, rather, uses the evidence to discipline the shape and type of misallocation frictions that are fed into the model. Also taking the data as given, a number of positive studies emerged aiming to evaluate the macroeconomic consequences of misallocation, and to understand the extent to which particular frictions (i.e. financial frictions, labor market distortions, imperfect competition) can account for the observed patterns of allocative inefficiencies. In the first category lie the work of Restuccia and Rogerson (2008), Guner, Ventura and Xi (2008) [7] and Fattal Jaef (2012) [6]; while the second comprises the work of Hopenhayn and Rogerson (1993) [8], Buera, Kaboski and Shin (2011) [3], Midrigan and Xu (2010) [14], and Peters (2011) [16]. Our work complement these studies in providing a normative analysis of the economy’s response to misallocation frictions. voi
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3.



Model



The model builds upon Hopenhayn (1992), augmented to consider resource allocation frictions across firms. The characterization of optimization problems and allocations depends on whether we are considering a decentralized economy or a constrained social planning problem. Before we do that, we lay out the physical environment: techonologies, distortions and preferences.



3.1.



Technologies



There is a single consumption good in the economy, produced by an endogenously determined number of production units. These producers are heterogeneous in productivity, feature a decreasing returns to scale technology and use labor as the sole production factor in the following fashion: y (z) = zl (z)α



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit Proceeds from the operation of these technologies are affected by productivity-specific distortions τz, which are drawn from a conditional distribution Γ (τ |z). Proceeds are the revenues of the firm in the competitive equlibrium so, there, τz has the interpretation of a productivity-specific revenue tax or subsdidy. Productivity evolves stochastically over time, according to a discrete markovian process. Let Z the set of possible realization of productivities, the probability of transitioning from productivity zeZ to z0 eZ is given by P (z0, z), for all z in the event set. The distribution of distortions Γ (τ |z), on the other hand is assumed to be independent of time. However, each production unit’s idiosyncratic distortion does change with time to the extent it experiences changes in productivity. In addition to technologies for producing goods, the economy features a technology for keeping production units in operation and for creating new ones. The former requires a fixed amount of labor f c every period. Depending on the level of productivity and the idiosyncratic distortion, it will be optimal to afford it and keep the technology running, or avoid it and exit the activity. The latter takes the form of a sunk labor cost f e faced at the moment of deciding to create a new unit.



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit At the time of doing so, the level of productivity and distortion are unknown, but there is knowledge of the distribution from which initial productivity will be drawn, φ (z), and the conditional distribution of distortions Γ (τ |z) . Lastly, we assume that in addition to the endogenous motive for shutting down technologies there is an exogenous death shock that affects all units with equal probability, δ It follows that the state of the economy at every period is characterized by a distribution of firms over productivities and distortions. Letting Mt (z, τ ) denote the number of production units at each productivity-tax combination, such distribution evolves as follows: 0



Mt + 1 z , τ



0







= (1 − δ) ∑ Γ τ |z P(z , z) xt (z, τ ) Mt (z, τ ) + Me,t (1 − δ) G τ |z φ z 0



0







0



0



0







0







z



where xt (z, τ ) equals 1 if the technology (z, τ ) stays in operation and equals 0 if it doesn’t, and Met is the number of production units that are created in period t.
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3.2.



Preferences



The economy features a representative infinitely lived household who derives utility from consumption in every period, according to the flow utility function βtU (ct ), with β standing for the subjective discount factor. Labor is supplied inelastically.



3.3.



Competitive Equilibrium



We first describe how the competitive economy allocates resources. Production units are operated by perfectly competitive firms. These have to decide how much labor to employ in every period, and whether to stay or exit the market. The former decision is made to maximize variable profits according to the following problem πtv (z, τz ) = maxlt (z,τz ) (1 − τz ) zlt (z, τz )α − wt lt (z, τz )
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α −1



=



w  t



α



1 1 − τz



(1)



Notice that the left hand side of the first order condition is the average labor productivity of the firm, which we here denote with A (z, τz ). The first order conditions for a frictionless economy establish that labor demands across are chosen so as to equalize their idiosyncratic average labor productivities among firms. In this way, technologies with higher physical productivity expand relative to lower productivity ones until such equalization occurs. Distortions act as a wedge in the determination of the relative sizes across firms, and prevent the equalization of average productivities to take place. Solving for labor demand, we get  lt (z, τz ) =



α wt







1 1− α



[z (1 − τz )]



1 1− α



(2)
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=



α wt 



yt (z, τz ) =







α 1− α



α wt







[z (1 − τz )] α 1− α







1 1− α



z (1 − τz )



(1 − α )



α  1−1 α



(3)



(4)



We can infer what firms’ decision would have looked like had there been no distortion by setting all taxes and subsidies to zero. In that case labor, output and profits would have all been proportional to idiosyncratic productivity. Given a solution to the static profit maximization problem, we can turn to the description of the dynamic one of choosing whether to keep the firm running or to exit the market. To this end, firms assess the value of operating under a given level of productivity and distortion and compare it with the exit option. The value function is defined by: Vto (z, τz )



=



πtv (z, τz ) − wt f c



 (1 − δ )  0 + E Vt+1 z , τz0 Rt
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(5)



where the superscript o applies to when the firm is in operation, and Rt is the market interest rate to be determined in equilibrium. Firms decide to stay in operation whenever the value of doing so is greater than the value of exiting the market, which we assume equal to zero. The indicator value xt (z, τz ) collects the information about the operating status of a firm: it equals 1 if it operates, and equals zero if it exits. Potential entrants anticipate the expected evolution of their valuation after entry, and decide to do so provided this expected value exceeds the sunk entry cost. We assume there is an inifinite pool of entrepreneurs, which ensures that in any equilibrium with positive entry, the following free-entry condition is satisfied:



(1 − δ ) wt f e = Vt+1 (z, τz ) Γ (τ |z) φ (z) ∑ ∑ Rt z τ



(6)



Notice that due to the one period time to build that we assume for the entry process, there will be entrants that afford the entry cost but choose exit before starting production, both because the
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subject to   c 0 − w0 L + Σ ∞ t =1



t







1 ∏ Rj (ct − wt L) ≤ W j =1



where W is the initial value for the stock of assets held by the household. Then, we can define a competitive equilibrium of this economy as: 1) a sequence of consumption for the household {ct }∞ t=0,, 2) labor demands, value functions and exit decisions of firms



{lt (z, τz ) , Vt (z, τz ) , xt (z, τz )}∞ t=0, 3) a sequence of distributions of firms over distortions and pro-



ductivity { Mt (z, τz )}∞ t=0, 4) a conditional distribution of taxes and subsidies Γ ( τ |} z ) and a distribution of productivities for entrants φ (z), 5) asequence of numbers of entrants { Me,t }∞ t=0, and
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∑ ∑ [lt (z, τz) + f c] xt (z, τz ) Mt (z, τz ) + f e Me,t z



τ



ct = Yt 3.3.1.



Aggregate Accounting



We make use of the distribution of firms over productivities and distortions, Mt (z, τz ) to construct a number of aggregate variables of interest for our study. There are two sufficient statistics that simplify the characterization of aggregate variables. We refer to these statistics as revenue and
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ZtR



(7)



τ



= ∑ ∑ [z (1 − τz )] z



1 1− α



Mt (z, τ )



(8)



τ



Their denomination as output and revenue productivity obeys to the fact that the former is sufficient for the computation of aggregate output, and the latter is sufficient for the computation of aggregate revenues and profits (can see this looking at equations 3 and 4). Notice that these are aggregate, as opposed to average, measures of productivity since they are computed over a distribution that is not a probability distribution function, but has mass equal to the number of firms Mt = ∑z ∑τ Mt (z, τz ). To establish the notation for later use, we can construct the average counterpart of these statistics defining the probability distribution function associated with the distribution and the total number of firms:



Mt (z, τz ) e Mt (z, τz ) = Mt
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etR = Z



α  1−1 α



e t (z, τ ) M



τ



∑ ∑ [z (1 − τz)] z



1 1− α



e t (z, τ ) M



τ



Making use of these definitions, we get the following expressions for aggregate labor demand in production, profits and output: 







1 1− α



α Lp = ZtR wt   α α 1− α R v Zt (1 − α) π = wt   α α 1− α Y Y= Zt wt Solving for



  α wt



(9) (10)



from the labor demand equation and plugging into the one for output, we get ZY α Y= α L p R Zt



(11)
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3.4.



(12)



A Constrained Social Planning Problem



We now turn to the presentation of the social planner’s problem, which we constraint to face distortions to the proceeds of production units identical to those faced by firms in the competitive economy. We also think of the planner’s problem as split into a static and a dynamic decision. First, for a given amount of labor devoted to production, it chooses the allocation of labor across technologies in order to maximize the aggregate proceeds of the period. Secondly, it decides the allocation of labor into production, entry, and fixed costs of operation to maximize lifetime welfare. Denoting with L p, Le and L f c the aggregate quantities of labor devoted to production of goods,
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τ



s.t.



∑ ∑ lt (z, τz ) Mt (z, τ ) ≤ L p,t z



τ



Taking first order conditions we get  lt (z, τz ) =



α λt







1 1− α



[(1 − τz ) z]



which, once we plug into the resource constraint and solve for lt (z, τz ) =



[(1 − τz ) z] ∑z ∑τ [(1 − τz ) z]



⇐⇒



1 1− α



α λ



(13) 



1 1− α



1 1− α



1 1− α



Mt (z, τ )



becomes



L p,t
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lt (z, τz ) = [(1 − τz ) z]



1 1− α



L p,t



(14)



ZtR



The next lemma establishes that for given level of labor put into production, which in turn implies a given level of entry, exit, and number of firms; the social planner’s allocation of labor across production units coincides with that of the allocation of labor across firms in the competitive equilibrium. Lemma 1. The competitive equilibrium’s allocation of labor across firms is constrained efficient. That is: ltCE (z, τ ) ltSP (z, τ ) = CE L p,t LSP p,t Proof. The proof follows directly from solving for



  α λt



1 1− α



in 13 and noticing that it equals



  α wt



1 1− α



As a result of the equivalence between the competitive equilibrium’s (CE) and social planner’s (SP) allocations, the definitions of aggregate output and productivity in 11 and 12 carry over to



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit this section. However, the ultimate value of these aggregates depends on the SP’s choice of entry and exit. The lemma comes with an important implication for our goal of understanding the sources of the welfare costs associated with misallocation frictions. It establishes that whatever is the fraction of welfare costs that can be attributed to the static allocative decision, it cannot be remedied by any second best policy. Thus, if there is going to be any improvements upon the competitive equilibrium’s allocation, it is going to come from potential inefficiencies in entry and exit. Entry and exit decisions of the social planner are made solving the following dynamic optimization problem:



∞



max{ Me,t,Mt+1(z,τ ),xt (z,τ )}∞



t =0



∑



βtU (Yt )



t =0



s.t. #α



"



ZtY Yt = α L − Me,t f e − f c ∑ ∑ xt (z, τ ) Mt (z, τ ) R Zt z τ | {z } L p,t
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0







0



0
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where ZtY and ZtR are defined by equations 7 and 8. Unless strictly necessary, we avoid carrying a specific notation for the SP’s and the CE’s allocation. The lagrangean function associated to this problem is the following: ∞



L=



∑
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" βtU TFPt
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t =0 ∞
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∑ λt z,τ



" 0
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L − f e Me,t − f c ∑ ∑ xt (z, τ ) Mt (z, τ )



!α #)
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Mt+1 z , τ − (1 − δ) ∑ G τ |z P(z , z) xt (z, τ ) Mt (z, τ ) − Me,t (1 − δ) φ z , τ 0



0



0







0







0



0



#) 0







z,τ



where we have summarized the ratio of revenue and output productivity into the term TFPt. An important component of the planner’s problem is the lagrange multiplier, λt (z, τ ). This term represents the social value of a marginal increase in the number of firms with a given productivity and distortion in period t + 1, measured in units of period 0 utility. Taking first order conditions
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∑ ∑ λt (z, τ ) (1 − δ) Φ (z, τ ) z



τ







∂TFPt+1 λt (z, τ ) = β U (Yt+1 ) xt+1 (z, τ ) Lαp,t+1 − f c (z, τ ) MPLt ∂Mt+1 (z, τ )    0 0 0 0 0 + (1 − δ) xt+1 (z, τ ) ∑ ∑ λt+1 z , τ G τ |z P z , z t +1



0



(15)  (16)



z0 τ 0



where MPLt refers to the aggregate marginal product of labor: MPLt = TFPt αLαp,t−1 The aggregate productivity gain of increasing the number of firms with productivity z and distortion τz in t + 1 is given by ∂TFPt+1 [z (1 − τz )] = α R ∂Mt+1 (z, τ ) Zt+1



1 1− α



"



ZtY+1 1 −α R 1 − τz Zt+1



#



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit Assuming the technologies with state (z, τ ) are kept in operation, equation 16 dictates that the social value of such production units is given by their marginal contribution to aggregate productivity net of the labor fixed cost of operation (the term in brackets on the right hand side), valued in period 0 utility terms; plus the expected discounted social value in the following period. Equation 15, in turn, shows that the level of entry is chosen so as to equalize the social cost of a marginal increase in the number of entrants to its expected discounted social value, with the expectation taken with respect to the ex-ante distribution φ (z, τ ). Lastly, taking the envelope condition with respect to Mt (z, τ ) gives:   ∂L ∂TFPt t 0 = β U (Yt ) xt (z, τ ) Lαp − f c MPLt ∂Mt (z, τ ) ∂Mt (z, τ )    0 0 0 0 0 + (1 − δ) xt (z, τ ) ∑ λt z , τ G τ |z P z , z z0 ,τ 0



which validates the denomination of λt (z, τ ) as the social value of a firm. The social planner’s exit decision is to set xt (z, τz ) = 1 for all production technologies whose social valuation is greater than or equal to zero.
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(17)
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ZtY+1 1 −α R − f c MPLt+1  1 − τz Zt+1



   βU 0 (Yt+1 ) 0 0 0 0 0 + (1 − δ ) xt+1 (z, τ ) ∑ ∑ Qt+1 z , τ G τ |z P z , z 0 U (Yt ) z0 τ 0



(18)



The above two equations together with the envelope condition characterize the social planner’s allocation. Notice the resemblance of these equations to the free entry condition and the value



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit of the firm in the competitive equilibrium. Potential divergences arise because of differences between private profits and the social marginal product of a firm, and the private and social cost of increase in labor demand for entry and fixed operation costs.



3.5.



Stationary Allocations



We conclude the presentation of the model with a description of the competitive equilibrium’s and the constrained social planner’s stationary allocations. Imposing stationarity in the free-entry condition and the value of a firm in the decentralized economy yields: w f e = β (1 − δ) ∑ ∑ V (z, τz ) Γ (τ |z) φ (z) z
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V (z, τz ) =



α w
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V (z, τz ) = max {V o (z, τz ) , 0}
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where x (z, τz ) = 1 for all (z, τz ) such that q (z, τ ) | x(z,τz )=1 ≥ 0. When referring to steady-state allocations, it is helpful to express firms’ and production units’ values in units of labor, rather than in units of the final good. To do so, we divide the competitive equilibrium conditions by the wage rate, and the social planner’s optimality conditions by the aggregate marginal product of labor to get: f e = β (1 − δ) ∑ ∑ v (z, τz ) Γ (τ |z) φ (z) z



τ
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f e = (1 − δ) ∑ ∑ q (z, τ ) Φ (z, τ ) z



τ



"



"



#



R 1 Lp 1 Z − α − fc q (z, τ ) = βx (z, τ ) [z (1 − τz )] 1−α R Y 1 − τz Z αZ    0 0 0 0 0 + (1 − δ) βx (z, τ ) ∑ ∑ q z , τ G τ |z P z , z



#



z0 τ 0



where lower case letters for the private and social values of the firm indicate they are being expressed in units of labor. Expressed in this fashion, it is clear that any divergence between the equilibrium and the efficient choices of entry, exit and, therefore, L p, will arise because of the differential valuation of the profits and proceeds of production technologies. If we were to plug the competitive equilibrium’s value
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and



ZY ;



the social planner would apply a correction factor



1 ZR 1−τz ZY



to the revenue of a firm with



state (z, τz ). To give an economic interpretation to the correction factor of the planner, notice from the firms’ static first order condition 1 that A (z, τz ) ∝ A =



Y Lp



∝



ZY . ZR



1 1−τz , and from the aggregate accounting identities that



That is, idiosyncratic labor productivity is proportional to the inverse of the dis-



tortion, and aggregate labor productivity is proportional to the ratio between output and revenue productivity. Thus, we can think of the correction factor as the ratio between the idiosyncratic and the average labor productivity



A(z,τz ) . A



This ratio would have being equal to one in the frictionless



economy, in which case the competitive allocation would have been Pareto optimal. With distortions, the social planner values more the proceeds from technologies whose labor productivity is higher than the average. Ultimately, the properties of the social planning allocation will depend on how the life-cycle evolution of the correction factor affects the social value of a production unit. This, in turn, will
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4.



Characterizing Entry and Exit in Simplified Models



Our goal in this section is to understand the steady state properties of entry and exit decisions of the social planner. To do so, we first work with a model where exit is exogenous, and firm dynamics follow a deterministic path. The idea is to understand the role of firm dynamics for the efficiency of the competitive equilibrium’s choice of entry. Then, abstracting from firm dynamics, we incorporate fixed production costs into the model and study the efficiency of the exit choice of the decentralized economy.



4.1.



Exogenous Exit



Consider a model where fixed costs of production are equal to zero, so that the sole source of exit is the exogenous death shock. In addition, assume productivity is certain upon entry, and that it grows deterministically over time at rate γ. That is: z ( a ) = (1 + γ ) a −1
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(1 − δ ) M= Me δ As shown in Luttmer (2010) [11], a stationary distribution of firms over ages exists provided the growth rate of productivity does not exceed the rate at which firms exit the economy, δ > γ. The fraction of entrants still in operation at a given age a is given by (1 − δ) a. When expressed as a fraction of the total number of firms, we get the following probability distribution function: f ( a ) = δ (1 − δ ) a −1 Notice that under the assumption of deterministic produtivity growth, there is a one-to-one mapping between age and productivity. Thus, we can think of the distribution of distortions as being
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∞



∑∑



h



∑∑



h



a =1 τ ∞



(1 + γ ) (1 + γ )



1 1− α



1 1− α



(1 − δ ) (1 − δ )



i a −1 i a −1



(1 − τa ) (1 − τa )



α 1− α



Γ (τ | a)



(19)



1 1− α



Γ (τ | a)



(20)



a =1 τ



The private and social value of production technologies of age equal to one, which are necessary for the free-entry conditions, are: h i 1 Lp 1− α a −1 a −1 v= [ β (1 − δ)] (1 + γ ) (1 − τa ) (1 − α ) Γ ( τ | a ) ∑ ∑ R αZ a=1 τ
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1 1− α



eR 1 Z −α Y e Z 1 − τa



! Γ (τ | a)



In the decentralized economy, the value of a recently borned firm is given by its present value of profits. For the social planner, the value of a new production units is defined by the present value of the marginal aggregate productivity gain it provides over time. The key element in the value functions is the time-series evolution of private and social benefits of firms. Given their relevance, we adopt a specific notation to refer to them later on in the discussion, denoting them with: ee = Z



∑



h



a −1 a −1 β 1 − δ 1 + γ [ ( )] ( ) (1 − τa ) ∑



i



1 1− α



(1 − α ) Γ ( τ | a )



a =1 τ



ee∗ = Z



∑



h



a −1 a −1 β 1 − δ 1 + γ [ ( )] ( ) (1 − τa ) ∑



a =1 τ



i



1 1− α



eR 1 Z −α Y e Z 1 − τa



! Γ (τ | a)



The star superscript applies to the social planner’s economy. These statistics, which we refer to as time − series average productivity, capture the divergence between the private and the social



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit values of production units. The characterization of the stationary allocations is closed with the free-entry conditions and the feasibility constraint in the labor market. Absent a labor demand motive to afford fixed operation costs, labor market clearing requires: 



L = L p + f e Me







It is useful to rewrite this condition in terms of the average demands for production and entry costs, and the number of firms



 L=M e L p + fe



where e L p stands for



Lp M.



δ (1 − δ )







It is clear from the expression that there is an inverse relationship between



the economy’s average size and the number of firms. If there is any inefficiency in the equilibrium choice of entry, it will translate into an inefficiency in the average size. We turn now to the identification of the properties of the model and the patterns of distortions that determine whether the equilibrium choice of entry is efficient of not. Our first result is that



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit if the distribution of distortions is independent from productivities (here, independent from age), then not only the level of entry is efficient, but is also identical to its level in an economy with no frictions Proposition 1. Consider an economy with zero fixed costs of production ( f c = 0) and where idiosyncratic productivity grows deterministically with age at rate γ < δ. Then, if the distribution of distortions is independent of age (Γ (τ | a) = Γ (τ )), the equilibrium level of entry in the distorted economy is constrainedefficient, and is equal to the level of entry of the economy without frictions Proof. We provide a general proof in the appendix. We sketch a proof here for the case where there is a common tax rate τ for all production units. In this case the correction factor in the social planner’s average time-series productivity disappears. With a flat tax rate, theidiosyncratic and average labor productivities are still equalized across producers i.e.



A( a) A



= 1 , generating



no misallocation of resources among firms. In addition, with taxes being independent from age, the private and social value of an entrant are depressed in the same proportion, which is why the competitive equilibrium’s and the social planner’s choice of entry coincide. To see why entry



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit does not change at all with the tax, recall that free-entry requires the wage rate to fall in the same proportion as the tax rate to keep the value of the firm unchanged. Under the social planner’s logic, it is the aggregate marginal product of labor ( MPL) that falls in proportion to the tax, and keeps the social value of entrants equal to the entry cost. Because the effect of a flat tax rate on time-series average revenue productivity is the same as its effect on average revenue productivity among existing firms, the fall in the wage rate implied by free entry is exactly enough to keep constant the average demand for labor. Thus, both the number of firms and the average size of producers stay constant. The case of productivity-dependent distortions is not only a more interesting one from a theoretical point of view, but is also the case that the data pushes us to consider. The next proposition brings this feature back into the analysis, and highlights the role of the discount factor. In particular, it shows that if the discount factor is equal to 1 (i.e. the equilibrium interest rate is equal to zero), then even with productivity-dependent distortions, the level of entry in the competitive equilibrium coincides with the social planner’s, and remains unchanged with respect to the



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit frictionless level. Proposition 2. Consider an economy with zero fixed costs of production ( f c = 0) and where idiosyncratic productivity grows deterministically with age at rate γ < δ. Then, if the interest rate is equal to zero( β = 1), the steady-state equilibrium level of entry in the distorted economy is constrained-efficient, and is equal to the level of entry of the economy without frictions Proof. The key to the proof is that with β = 1, time-series and cross-sectional average revenue productivities are equal to each other, both in the competitive economy and in the social planning one. Even though the planner still applies a correction factor to each producer’s social value, this adjustment washes out on average, and makes the social valuation of an entrant be the same as that of the private value. Then, we are in the same situation as the previous proposition. Notice that although a flat tax rate and productivity-dependent distortions with zero interest rate deliver have the same neutral effect on entry, they differ in that the latter carries an aggregate distortion to the economy, by reducing TFP.
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Z



increased relative to its value in the undistorted economoy. Thus, to satisfy free entry, the average



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit size falls and the number of firms goes up. With productivity-dependent distortions, firm dynamics, and positive interest rates, the timeseries evolution of revenue productivity differs from the cross-sectional distribution. With firm dynamics, a profile of distortions that increases the profits of low productivity firms and decreases it for high productivity ones is equivalent to a profile of distortions that redistributes profits from the future to the present. With positive discounting, this transfer is relatively more beneficial for an entrant than it is for the average incumbent. Thus, entry goes up, and the average incumbent size goes down. Notice that the converse is also true. If the distribution of distortions tend to benefit high productivity establishment at the expense of low productivity ones, then it is more detrimental for entrants that it is for incumbents, so entry does down and the average size goes up. With respect to the social planner’s choice of the number of firms, the level of entry is determined by the expected social valuation of a new production unit. With positive discounting it is not longer necessarily the case that the time-series evolution of the correction factor has a neutral



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit effect over the time-series average of revenue productivity. Although at this level of generality with respect to the distribution of distortions the sense of the inefficiency of entry cannot be determined, the following can be shown: Proposition 4. Consider an economy with zero fixed costs of production ( f c = 0), deterministic idiosyncratic productivity growth  (γ< δ) and a positive interest rate ( β < 1). If the expected aggregate producee∗ is lower (higher) than the private time-series average revenue productivity tivity gain of an entrant Z ee, then the number of firms in the social planner’s stationary allocation is lower (higher) than in the Z decentralized economy. Proof. The result follows directly from free-entry and labor market clearing conditions. The last three propositions helped build the notion that as a result of the interaction between the life-cycle dynamics of firms and the nature of the underlying distortions affecting the economy, it may occur that the equilibrium’s choice of the number of firms is inefficient. To elaborate on this idea, consider a situation that resembles the pattern of misallocation that has been documented in the data. That is, think of a distribution of distortions Γ (τ | a) that mapps
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A( a,τa ) A



increases



with the age of the firm, reflecting the planner’s excess valuation over older (and hence more productive) cohorts than the private firm’s valuation of its profits when old. With discounting, the age-dependence of the distortion profile reduces the social value of a new production unit relative to the competitive equilibrium’s valuation. Although the social planner does not have the instruments to revert the misallocation frictions, it can temporarily tilt the distribution of firms over ages towards older cohorts by reducing the number of entrants. 4.1.1.



An example with parameterized distribution of distortions



To tigthen the above intuition, let us propose a specific functional form for the relationship between distortions and productivity. We shall carry over the same specification once we move to considering the endogenous exit case, and for the quantitative analysis.
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(1 − τz ) =



z



−η



zmedian



Here, η controlls the slope of the relationship between distortions and productivity, while zmedian is way to normalize the fraction of firms in the subsidy or tax size of the spectrum. The case that the data seems to be favouring is one where η > 0. This would imply that the least productive firms are operating at a scale that is inefficiently high, compared to the most productive technologies. Hsieh and Klenow (2009) [10], Neumeyer and Sandleris (2009) [15], Casacuberta and Gandleman (2009) [5], Camacho and Conover (2010) [4] document this pattern of the firm size distribution in a range of developing countries (India and China, Argentina, Uruguay and Colombia respectively). We shall pick such sign for the parameter of interest in the narrative of the intuition, although results could be stated more generally, within the limitations of the functional form that we chose. The biggest gain in tractability is that we now have a functional form for the correction factor



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit that the planner applies to the private value of an entrant   1−αη 1− α ( 1 − δ ) A ( a, τa ) ZR 1 1 − 1 + γ ( )  (1 + γ ) ( a −1) η = Y = 1− η Z 1 − τa A 1 − ( 1 + γ ) 1− α ( 1 − δ ) It is readily seen that when η > 0, the planner’s valuation for an entrant is higher at the older ages of the life-cycle. The next proposition characterizes how this property of the private and social divergence in technology valuation translates into allocations. Proposition 5. Consider an economy with zero fixed costs of production ( f c = 0), deterministic productivity growth −η satisfying assumption 1 and a positive interest rate ( β < 1). Then, assuming Γ (τ |z) =  z with 0 < η < 1 implies that the constrained efficient number of firms is lower than the comz median



petitive one ( M∗ < M) Proof. See appendix The competitive equilibrium chooses too many firms. The key for why that is the case lies in the interaction between time discounting and the productivity dependence of the distortion func-



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit tion. In competitive markets, prospective entrepreneurs take into account the life-cycle effects of distortions on profits1. A specification of distortions that accurately describes the cross-sectional distribution of sizes in the data of developing countries carries the implications that it increases the profits of the firm in the early years, and dampens it later on. Since entrants discount the future at a positive interest rate, the life-cycle effect of distortions is less detrimental than the cross sectional one, thus entry increases and the number of firms in the competitive economy goes up. Unlike private firms focusing on profits, the social planner takes into account that distortions drive wedges between the marginal products of labor across firms, and internalizes that output would be increased if labor were to be allocated efficiently. But we are not providing her with the tools to do it directly. However, the social planner can temporarily increase output by cutting down on entry, and tilting the age distribution towards older and more productive technologies. Notice that the reward for permanently reducing the number of firms need not manifest in a permanently higher level of output. The steady-state effect on output is in general ambiguous. On 1 It



time



is key here that the distribution Γ (τ |z) is assumed to be know upon entry, and that it remains stationary over
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4.2.



Endogenous Exit, No Firm Dynamics



The simple model with exogenous exit allowed us to identify a source of inefficiency in the competitive equlibrium’s choice of entry. The combination of firm dynamics, productivity-dependent distortions and positive interest rates proved essential to this result. Here we bring back the fixed costs of production, so as to evaluate the efficiency of the exit decision. For tractability, we abstract from firm dynamics. With endogenous exit, there is a new condition characterizing the stationary allocations. These are the zero-profit condition for the competitive economy, and zero net social value in the social
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[z (1 − τz )] L p = fc R αZ " # 1 [z (1 − τz )] 1−α ZR 1 Lp − α = fc ∗ Y R Z 1 − τz α (Z ) Notice that with endogenous exit, we a specific notation for the revenue  need ∗ to start  carrying ∗ R Y e e and output average productivities, Z and Z . That is because these statistics are now affected by the endogenous choice of the productivity threshold, which wasn’t the case in the simple model with firm dynamics only. It is straigtforward to identify the divergence between the social planner’s and the competitive equilibrium’s valuation for the marginal producer. The social planner applies a correction to the value of the marginal firm that reflects the firm’s idiosyncratic labor productivity relative to the average,



A(z,τz ) A .



Once again, further structure on the properties of the distribution of distortions



has to be assumed in order to be able to trace out the direction of the divergence.
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(1 − δ ) M= Me δ + Φ (z) To complete the characterization of the stationary allocation, we appeal to the free-entry and labor market clearing conditions. In this economy with no firm dynamics, the free-entry conditions are given by β (1 − δ ) fe = [1 − β (1 − δ)]







1 Lp Σz [z (1 − τz )] 1−α (1 − α) dΦ (z, τ ) − f c Σz dΦ (z, τ ) R αZ
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1 1− α
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#



ZR 1 − α dΦ (z, τ ) − f c Σz dΦ (z, τ ) Y Z 1 − τz



)



Abstracting from firm dynamics implies that what motivated the social planner to choose a different level of entry than the competitive economy does not apply in the current setup. We can see this noticing that when we evaluate average revenue productivity Z R at a common exit cutoff, the social and private expected values of an entrant are equal to each other:   β (1 − δ ) (1 − α ) ˜ fe = − fc [1 − Φ (z)] L p α [1 − β (1 − δ)]   β (1 − δ ) (1 − α ) ˜ fe = − fc [1 − Φ (z)] L p α [1 − β (1 − δ)] where here the average employment size e L p is defined as an average over operating firm: e Lp = Lp [ M(1−Φ(z))]



Absent firm dynamics and for a given value of the exit cutoff, the planner does not have a tool to tilt the productivity distribution towards older-more productive firms by means of changes in entry. Therefore, even though each production unit’s social valuation diverges from the private one,
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4.3.



An example with parameterized distortions



We move directly to considering a situation where both the ex-ante distribution of productivities and the distribution of distortions adopt a specific functional form. More specifically, we inherit the Pareto-shaped function for the latter, and we also adopt a Pareto distribution to characterized entrant’s productivity draw. Formally: Φ(z) = λz−(λ+1) 



(1 − τz ) =



z



−η



zmedian



where we have normalized the truncation point of the Pareto distribution at z = 1.
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"



λ − 1−1 α (1 − ηα) λ − 1−1 α (1 − η )



#  z η z



Just like it happend in the deterministic growth model, assuming 0 < η < 1 implies that the correction factor is increasing in productivity: the social planner acknowledges that redistributing labor into a higher productivity firm would increase output. Also, consistent with the fact that the least productive firms operate at a subsidized scale, evaluating the expression at the cutoff productivity firm shows that the correction factor is less than one: " # 1 λ − 1−α (1 − ηα) A (z, τz ) = 


show that the correction factor adopts this form in the proof for proposition 6 in the appendix
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β (1 − δ ) 1 − β (1 − δ )



(



L p (1 − α ) − fc M α



ˆ



) dΦ(z) z



Notice that the free entry condition of the social planner looks exactly alike to the competitive equilibrium’s one. If it wasn’t because the differential social and private valuation of the cutoff producer, there wouldn’t be incentives for the social planner to choose a level of entry that is different from the decentralized one. The reason is that we are, by assumption, abstracting from the source of inefficiency that arised from the interaction between firm dynamics and productivitydependent distortions. It is a weakness of our separate analysis of firm dynamics and endogenous exit that we will miss sources of inefficiency arising from their interaction. We shall fill this gap in the quantitative analysis.
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the social planner’s choice of exit and how it compares to the competitive one:  −η Proposition 6. Let Φ (z) be distributed Pareto(λ), let distortions be given by z z , and let productivit median



distortion be constant upon entry. Then:



(z)CE < (z)SP  CE  SP Lp Lp < M [1 − Φ (z)] M [1 − Φ (z)] Proof. In the appendix The social planner would shut down technologies that would have been found profitable to operate under competitive markets. As a result, the average employment size of productive units would be higher than in the decentralized allocation. It is yet to be determined whether the increase in average production comes at the cost of reducing the total number of firms that come into the period, M. One one hand, fewer technologies in operation means less labor used in fixed costs, so there are more resources available to increase or sustain entry. But on the other hand, the
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z



zmedian



−η



, and let productivit



(1− δ )



distortion be constant upon entry. Then if f e > f c (1−α) , it is true that: MSP < MCE Proof. In the appendix The proposition establishes a bound on the relative value of fixed and sunk costs so that the efficient number of firms is lower than the competitively chosen one. This is a slack bound, for most calibrations chosen to target observed values of exit rates in the data. Assuming the bound is satisfied, then the social planner would exploit its ability to choose the set of operating technologies to achieve the same goal of biasing production towards more productive
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5.



Quantitative Analysis



We know from previous studies that the welfare costs of misallocation frictions are substantial. We have here established that part of those costs are due to sub-optimal choices in the number of exiting and entering firms in a competitive economy. The question we propose to address in this section is: how much of the total welfare costs can be attributed to this inefficiency in the equilibrium allocations?



5.1.



Calibration



We must choose parameter values for the degree of decreasing returns to scale in production α, the subjective discount factor of the household β, the size of the labor force L, and the set of parameters governing the process of firm dynamics, entry and exit: entry and fixed operation costs f e and f c, the size and probability of the jump in the binomial process h and p, and the exogenous exit rate δ. For calibration purposes, we considered a frictionless economy targeting
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Value



Target



α



0.75



Veracierto (2001), Hsieh and Klenow (2009)



β



1 1.05



Interest Rate of 5%



δ



0.025



Employment-Based Exit Rate of Large Firms of 2.5%



p



0.467



Slope Log of Right Tail of Empl. Based Size Distribution= -0.2



h



0.25



Std Dev. of Employment Growth of Large Firms



G (ω )



ω0 = 0



Size of Entrants = 6% of Median Incumbent (Luttmer 2010)



fc fe



0.1



Exit Rate of 5%



We pick the first block of parameter values as follows. For the decreasing returns to scale parameter we set α = 0.75, which lies between the high value adopted in earlier work using similar technologies, such as Atkeson and Kehoe (2005) [2] and Veracierto (2001) [18]; and the lower one
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1 β



−1



equals a real interest rate of 5%, and normalize the size of the labor force to be equal to 1. Our strategy to pin down micro-level parameter values is to target features of the employmentbased firm size distribution and patterns of firm dynamics in the U.S. We set the size of the jump to h = 0.25 to target the cross-sectional standard deviation of employment growth rates among large firms in the US, as in Atkeson and Burstein (2010) [1]. We pick the probability of the upward jump in the binomial process, p, to match the properties of the right tail of the U.S. employment based size distribution. Luttmer (2010) [12] highlights the linearity of the right tail of the US establishment and firm size distribution across employment, 3 It



is worth noting that Hsieh and Klenow’s model introduces curvature in production through CES downward



sloping demand curves rather than DRS production functions. However, it can be shown, and they also do, that there is a mapping between the value of the elasticity of substitution in a CES economy and the decreasing returns to scale parameter. When mapping their choice of the elasticity of substitution to a value for α, it gives α = 0.5



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit as well as the stationarity of the distribution over time, using various sources of US micro-data4. Restricting to the employment-weighted size distribution from the Business Dynamics Statistics, the fraction of total employment accounted for by firms with at least 5000 employees is on average 30% for the period 1980-2005. The same statistic for firms with 1000 employees or more amounts to 42%. Compared with the median employment level of 500 employees, the 1000-5000 range are sufficiently large to have reached the linear part of the distribution. Therefore, we choose the jump probability to target the slope of the linear function that maps the logarithm of employment into the logarithm of the fraction of employment accounted for by firms larger than a given size, restricting to the range of 1000-5000 employees5. Given the numbers in the data, the slope of such function is equal to -0.2. Regarding the probability of the exogenous exit shock, this parameter participates in the overall exit rate of the economy, but specifically determines the fraction of large firms that exit, which are 4 County Business Patterns Database, statistics from the Small Business Administration and the Business Dynamics



Statistics from the census. 5 The reason to focus on the slope of right tail in logs is that employment units are just a normalization in the model



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit those that would not choose to exit endogenously in the model. Looking at the Small Business Administration (SBA) data on employment-weighted exit rates for large firms, we choose a value of δ = 0.025. For the distribution of productivities at entry, we assume that Φ (z) is degenerate at z = 1, so that all firms start with the same productivity and employment size, and spread out over time according to the stochastic process. Normalizing the units of employment so that the median employment level is 500 employees, as in the data, new firms’ employment will be 6% of the median employment in the economy, in line with the findings for these relative statistics in Luttmer (2007) [13]. Finally, we normalize f e = 1 and set f c = 0.1, which implies an exit rate6 of 5%. 6 In



a model with no firm dynamics, the ratio of entry and fixed costs pins down the exit rate of the economy.



With firm dynamics, however, the exit rate is a function not only of those relative costs, but also the variance of the stochastic process.



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit In terms of the functional form of the relationship between distortions and productivity Γ (τ |z) , we continue with the specification introduced in the theoretical analysis:  −η z Γ (τ |z) = zmedian We set the value of η to be equal to 0.8, which is not only consistent with an increasing relationship between marginal products of labor and physical productivity across firms, as suggested by the data, but also generates a reduction in average productivity of 25%, which is in the middle of the range of productivity losses that empirical studies have found attributable to misallocation frictions in developing countries.



5.2.



Counterfactual Experiments



We propose two counterfactul experiments to get at the decomposition of welfare we are after. First, to establish a benchmark, we compute the welfare gain that would accrue to the household if all misallocation frictions in the distorted competitive equilibrium were removed, and the econ-



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit omy transitioned to a frictionless steady-state equilibrium. This is the core experiment in the work of Fattal Jaef (2012). Then, we compare such welfare gains with the ones resulting from the same liberalization, but where the economy is started off at the constrained-efficient number of firms. We think of the welfare differential relative to the total welfare gain as the inefficiency’s contribution to welfare. Lastly, we consider a case where the social planner takes over the distorted competitive economy and implements a transition towards the constrained-efficient stationary allocation. We think of this case as being a more relevant one for quantifying the welfare gains of decentralizations of the constrained-efficient allocations. Before providing magnitudes, let us first look at the dynamics of aggregate variables along transitional dynamics in the first experiment we just outlined. These are displayed in figure 1 : The figure plots the dynamics of final output (top left), production labor (top right), number of entrants (bottom left) and the number of firms (bottom right). Values are normalized relative ot their frictionless steady state counterparts. Both starting from the distorted CE and the distorted SP, output overshoots for a number of
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Figure 1: Transition Dynamics: from distorted CE and distorted SP to frictionless LP
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•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit periods, before it converges from above to the new steady state. Importanly, it does less so in the case of the social planner’s transition. The source of the temporary output boom is the economy’s desire to run down its stock of firms, which makes entry stay at the zero bound for a number of periods, freeing up resources to be allocated to producing goods. However, since the starting number of firms in the social planner’s distorted allocation is lower than the competitive one, there is less output to be gained through this mechanism. The total welfare gain from liberalizing frictions in the competitive economy is: F WCE = 30%



while the gain from liberalizing distortions in the social planner’s economy amounts to: F WSP = 20%



We read this number as implying that the inefficient response in entry and exit accounts for one
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= 33%



As emphasized in Fattal Jaef (2012), transitional dynamics are essential for the quantification of the welfare effects of misallocation. Had only the steady state effects been taken into account, the welfare gains of jumping from the distorted competitive steady state to the fricionless one would have been: F W CE



= 17%



about half its overall value. This is also the case for the quantification of the long-run based welfare gain of starting from the social planner’s distorted allocation: SP W CE



= 11%



As in the competitive economy, non-consideration of transition paths undermines the welfare gain by about half the true value. However, the fraction of welfare gain attributed to the inefficiency is
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SP − W CE F W CE



= 35%



The reason is that a significant fraction of the difference in number of firms between the CE’s distorted steady-state and the social planner’s is erased within a period through more severe increase in the exit rate of the decentralized economy. Thereafter, the paths for entry and the number of firms are fairly close to each other, explaining that the contribution of the inefficiency manifests almost equivalently between the alternative measures of welfare. We now turn to the discussion of the dynamics of variables in our second counterfactual, the transition from a distorted competitive equilibrium to the constrained-efficient allocation. Results are plotted in figure 2. Variables and scales are the same as in the previous graph. Qualitatively, the behavior of aggregate variables resemble those of the first experiment. Quantitatively, effects are weaker because the extent of firm depreciation desired by the social planner in presence if misallocation frictions is smaller. Hence, even though entry starts low, and production
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Figure 2: Transitional Dynamics: from distorted CE to distorted SP Y Lp 1.1
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•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit labor and output overshoot, the period of production boom is shorter lived. The welfare gain in the case amounts to SP WCE = 6%



To gain perspective about the significance of this number, it represents a 20% of the welfare gain to be achieve if misallocation frictions were removed altogether. Notice this number is lower than the 33% share of welfare that the inefficiency accounted for in the experiment where the economy transitioned to the frictionless equilibrium. The reason is that even though the planner is doing the best she can given the allocative distortions, she is still choosing a number of firms that is higher than the first-best one.



5.3.



Micro-Implications



We emphasized in earlier sections that the main force driving the social planner’s desire to rundown the competitive equilibrium’s stock of firms was its ability to tilt the distribution of producers towards technologies of higher productivity. To validate this idea, we explore the evolution of



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit such distribution for a number of periods along the transition path. In order to isolate changes in the productivity distribution that are due to entry/exit decisions from those induced by a removal of taxes and subsidies, we do the exploration in the case where the economy is transitioning to the constrained-efficient allocation, where misallocation frictions are still in place. The figure illustrates the productivity distribution of firms for three periods along the transition: the initial steady state’s, period 1 and period 10; alongside the evolution of the average firm size. More specifically, what is being plotted is in the left panel is: e t (z) = ´ M



Mt ( z ) xt (z) dMt (z)



which constitutes a proper density function. The starting period’s distribution displays a fatter left tail, associated with the equilibrium’s laxer choice of the cutoff productivity. The social planner reverts the exit decision immediately in the transition, allowing for more firms to occupy the right tail of the distribution. As entry is cut down and more firms exit the economy, the distribution keeps tilting towards the highest productivity, until it settles to the new stationary allocation. The average firm size also reflects
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•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit the changes in the productivity distribution, increasing not only upon handing the economy over to the social planner, but throught the entire transition paths towards the centralized economy’s steady state. These micro-implications of our quantitative analysis explain why the planner can improve upon the competitive economy’s distorted allocation through changes in entry and exit decisions, even when faced with identical allocative distortions.
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6.



Conclusion



We started our study motivated by two set of recent findings in the economic growth and development literature. The first is an empirical one, referred to the substantial degree of resource misallocation across firms that characterizes developing countries. The second is a theoretical and quantitative one, related to the finding that misallocation comes at substantial costs for economic activity and well-being in these economies. The goal of this paper was to shed light on the origins of these welfare costs, and to identify areas for improvement through remedies that mitgate the inefficiencies in which the economy incurrs. We gave the first step in this direction here, studying the efficiency properties of the competitive equilibrium’s response to the introduction of misallocation frictions. Indeed, we showed that a social planner taking control of technologies in the economy could improve upon the decentralized allocation, even when constrained to the same set of distortions. The improvement take place through a different choice of the number entrants and the efficiency of surviving units, both leading to a different total number of production technologies being operated.



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit Importantly, our quantitative analysis suggest that the welfare gain to be obtained by attaining a constrained-efficient level of entry and exit is sizeable, in the order of 6 to 10% of permanent consumption, and between 20 and 30% of the total welfare gains associated with a full liberalization. Against the stickiness of the compound of frictions that underlie the inefficient allocaiton of factors in developing countries, our findings indicate that the imposition of policies that aligns private with social incentives could help the economy appropriate a significant share of the total payoffs of achieving first best. Although not covered in this paper, identification of policies that allow for such appropriation is left as a topic of research to be addressed in the near future
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A.



Technical Appendix



A.1.



Proof of Proposition 1



If the distribution of distortions is independent from age, i.e. Γ (τ | a) = Γ (τ ), then the value of an entrant can be written as: h i 1 Lp 1− α a −1 a −1 q= [ β (1 − δ)] (1 + γ ) (1 − τ ) ∑ ∑ R αZ a=1 τ



eR 1 Z −α Y e 1−τ Z



!



=⇒ α Lp a −1 a −1 q= [ β (1 − δ)] (1 + γ ) [(1 − τ )] 1−α ∑ ∑ e R a =1 αM Z τ



eR Z Γ (τ ) eY Z



1 Lp a −1 a −1 − α [ β (1 − δ)] (1 + γ ) [(1 − τ )] 1−α Γ (τ ) ∑ ∑ e R a =1 αM Z τ



Now, notice that, in the case of distortions that are independent from age:



Γ (τ | a)



(21)
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eY



Z =



∑ [(1 − τ )]



α 1− α



τ



Γ (τ )



∑



[(1 − δ)] a−1 (1 + γ) a−1



a =1



 f e which, denoting with Z = ∑ a=1 [(1 − δ)] a−1 (1 + γ) a−1 as the frictionless economy’s average output productivity, becomes eY = Z



∑ [(1 − τ )]



α 1− α



 f e Γ (τ ) Z



∑ [(1 − τ )]



1 1− α



 f e Γ (τ ) Z



τ



Similarly, eR = Z



τ



Cancelling terms in the expression for the social value of a firm, we get Lp q= (1 − α) ∑ α [ β (1 − δ)] a−1 (1 + γ) a−1 αM a =1 which is identical to the expression for the private value of an entrant, v, and is identical to its value in the frictionless economy.
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A.2.



Proof of Proposition 2



Starting from equation 21, making β = 1 and distributing terms within the sum, we get h i 1 eR Lp Z 1 1− α a −1 a −1 q= Γ (τ | a) − [(1 − δ)] (1 + γ ) (1 − τ ) ∑ ∑ R Y e 1−τ αZ Z a=1 τ h i 1 Lp 1− α a −1 a −1 − R ∑ ∑ [(1 − δ)] αΓ (τ | a) (1 + γ ) (1 − τ ) αZ a=1 τ e R and Z eY in equations 20 and 19we get: Again, appealing to the definitions of Z Lp q= (1 − α) ∑ α [(1 − δ)] a−1 (1 + γ) a−1 αM a =1 which is identical to the private and the frictionless counterparts.



A.3.



Proof of Proposition 3



In main text
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A.4.



Proof of Proposition 4



In main text



A.5.



Proof of Proposition 5



Recall the functional form adopted for the relationship between distortions and age: 



(1 − τz ) =



z



−η



zmedian



With this definition, we can know construct the sufficient statistics for aggregation: Z R = (1 + γ )



( amedian −1)η ∞ 1− α



∑







∞







(1 + γ )



(1− η ) 1− α



 ( a −1)



(1 − δ )



a =1 Y



Z = (1 + γ )



( amedian −1)αη 1− α



∑



a =1



(1 + γ )



(1−αη ) 1− α



 ( a −1)



(1 − δ )



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit Notice that with η < 1, if γ was sufficiently lower than δ to ensure a finite sum in the frictionless economy, then that is also sufficient for the sum to be finite in the distorted case too. Assuming this is the case, then these sums become: R



Z = (1 + γ )



( amedian −1)η 1− α







 1



 1 − (1 + γ )



Y



Z = (1 + γ )



( amedian −1)αη 1− α



(1− η ) 1− α







(1 − δ )







 1



 1 − (1 + γ ) 



(1−αη ) 1− α (1−αη ) 1− α







(1 − δ ) 



ZR (1 − δ )  ( amedian −1)η  1 − (1 + γ ) = (1 + γ ) (1− η ) Y Z 1 − ( 1 + γ ) 1− α ( 1 − δ ) It is straightforward to see that given our assumptions of γ > 0, 0 < η < 1 and 0 < α < 1 , the ratio of revenue to output productivity is greater than 1. We must also determine the social planner’s and the competitive equilibrium’s time-series expec-
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( amedian −1)η ∞ 1− α



∑



 β (1 − δ ) (1 + γ )



(1− η ) 1− α



 ( a −1)



(1 − α )



a −1



eeSP = (1 + γ) Z



( amedian −1)η ∞ 1− α



∑



 β (1 − δ ) (1 + γ )



(1− η ) 1− α



 ( a −1)



a =1



( a −1) η



Z R (1 + γ ) −α Y a − 1 η ( ) Z (1 + γ) median



!



The time-series average productivity for the social planner can be written as:   a −1 ∞ R a − 1 αη ( ) 1 − αη median Z SP ce e e 1− α 1− α Ze = Y (1 + γ) β 1 − δ 1 + γ − α Z ( ) ( ) ∑ e Z a =1 Solving the inifite sums and using the expression for  eece Z



eeSP = (1 + γ) Z



= (1 + γ )



( amedian −1)η 1− α



ZR ZY



accordingly, we have: 



1 



1 − β (1 − δ ) (1 + γ )   (1−αη ) ( amedian −1)η 1 − (1 + γ ) 1−α (1 − δ )   1− α 1 − (1 + γ )



(1− η ) 1− α



(1 − δ )



(1− η ) 1− α



 (1 − α )



(22) 



1



1 − β (1 − δ ) (1 + γ )



(1−αη ) 1− α



eece  − αZ



(23)



•First •Prev •Next •Last •Go Back •Full Screen •Close •Quit Recall that the private and social values of an entrant in this economy are given by: Lp eece v= Z eR αM Z Lp eeSP q= Z eR αM Z eeSP < Z eece. Given their definitions in Thus, to establish the proposition, it suffices to show that Z equations 22 and 23, establishing the inequality boils down to proving that:      (1−αη ) 1− α ( 1 − δ ) 1 1 1 − 1 + γ ( )   


(1 − δ ) (1 + γ )



(1− η ) 1− α



(1 − β ) < (1 − δ ) (1 + γ )



(1−αη ) 1− α



(1 − β )



We can see that if 0 < η < 1, β < 1, and 0 < α < 1, the right hand side is bigger than the left hand side. So, the result follows
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A.6.



Proof of Proposition 6



The system of equations that determine the exit cutoff in the social planning economy are: h  h i i 1   λ − 1−1 α (1 − η ) λ − (1 − αη ) L 1 − α p   λ h i z − α = f c  αλ M λ − 1 (1 − η ) 1− α



Lp β (1 − δ ) fe = (1 − α) − f c [1 − Φ (z)] 1 − β (1 − δ ) M The free-entry condition is identical to that of the competitive equilibrium, while the zero net







value condition for the planner differs in the correction factor. For Pareto distributed productivities, we know that



[1 − Φ (z)] = z−λ Considering this in the free entry condition, we get:    L p (1 − α ) β (1 − δ ) fe = − f c z−λ 1 − β (1 − δ ) M α
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LP M



in both free-entry and zero net-value conditions, we get Lp α fc [1 − β (1 − δ)] α = fe + λ M β (1 − δ ) (1 − α ) z (1 − α ) Lp fc = λh M z λ−



1



αλ 1 1− α



(1 − η )



(24)



i



λ− 1−1 α (1−ηα) λ− 1−1 α (1−η )







(25)



−α



Equalizing the right hand sides of the two equations, allows us to solve for the cutoff:     SP f β 1 − δ ( ) (1 − α )  c λ = z  f e [1 − β (1 − δ)]  λ− 1−1 α (1−ηα) λ− 1−1 α (1−η )



where it is important to recall that the term



λ− 1−1 α (1−ηα) λ− 1−1 α (1−η )



 i − 1   (1 − η )



λ h



−α



λ − 1−1 α



(26)



< 1.



To understand how does this compare to the CE’s choice in the distorted economy, we make use of the finding that FE conditions look alike, and that the sole difference lies on the ZCP equation,
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1 i (1 − η ) [1 − α ]



λ 1 1− α



that the difference between this and the SP’s is in the (1 − α) term as opposed to the Notice λ− 1−1 α (1−ηα) −α . 1 λ − 1− α (1− η )



Again, imposing equality of right hand sides gives the following equation for the CE’s cutoff:    CE f c β (1 − δ )  λ  λ i h z = − 1  f e [1 − β (1 − δ)] λ − 1 (1 − η ) 1− α  Notice that since



λ− 1−1 α (1−ηα) λ− 1−1 α (1−η )







− α it follows that



CE λ z







SP λ z .



To establish the second result of the proposition, notice that we can go back to any of equations defining



Lp M



for the SP and the CE and solve for



Lp , M [1−Φ(z)]



recalling that



1 [1−Φ(z)]



= zη . Doing so,
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Lp λ z M



SP







= fc h Lp λ z M



1



αλ λ − 1−1 α (1 − η )



CE



= fc h



i



λ− 1−1 α (1−ηα) λ− 1−1 α (1−η )







−α



1 i (1 − η ) [1 − α ]



λ



λ − 1−1 α       1 λ− 1−α (1−ηα) L p λ CE L p λ SP > Mz . which, appealing to the fact that − α < (1 − α), proves that M z 1 λ − 1− α (1− η )



A.7.



Proof of Proposition 7



To prove the proposition, one can replace



Lp M



for the distorted CE and SP in the labor market



clearing conditions and express it all as a function of the cutoff: ( ) fe 1 fc 1 [1 − β (1 − δ)] α (1 + δ ) SP L=M fe + fe − SP + SP β (1 − δ ) 1 − α (1 − δ ) 1 − δ zλ 1−α λ z



(27)
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CE



fc 1 fe 1 [1 − β (1 − δ)] α (1 + δ ) fe + fe − CE + CE β (1 − δ ) 1 − α (1 − δ ) 1 − δ zλ 1−α λ z



Taking the ratio, it follows that:   fe fc [1− β(1−δ)] α (1+ δ ) 1 1 f + f − + e e CE 1−δ zλ CE β (1− δ ) 1− α (1− δ ) MCE ( ) ( z λ ) 1− α  =  SP M fe fc [1− β(1−δ)] α (1+ δ ) 1 f e β(1−δ) 1−α + (1−δ) f e − 1−δ λ SP + λ SP 1−1 α (z ) (z ) It follows that (



MSP MCE



< 1 if and only if: )



fe fc 1 1 [1 − β (1 − δ)] α (1 + δ ) fe + fe − < CE + CE β (1 − δ ) 1 − α (1 − δ ) 1 − δ zλ 1−α zλ ( ) fe 1 fc 1 [1 − β (1 − δ)] α (1 + δ ) + fe − fe SP + SP β (1 − δ ) 1 − α (1 − δ ) 1 − δ zλ 1−α zλ



) (28)
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"



1 sp −



zλ



#



1 CE −



zλ



fc 1−α



"



1 SP −



zλ



#



1 CE < 0



zλ



which after one more rearranging becomes: # "  1 fe 1 fc 


CE λ z .



> From the previous proposition we know fe fc 1−δ − 1−α > 0 it follows that the inequality is satisfied.



Thus, under the assumption that
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